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I have recently been reading the epochal Ghosts of My Life (2014) 
by Mark Fisher. I feel this is worth mentioning as his unsettlingly 
dysphoric revelations on isolated vulnerability, quixotic precarity 
and ultimately disappointing futures feel hauntingly similar to 
what you are about to unearth through the course of this issue. 
From page to page there appear to be certain vestiges; half-
rememberings of lost hope and of speculative futures that have 
failed to happen, or are still waiting to. Vague tracings that we feel 
oddly close to, seeming to be just outwith arm’s reach, yet are 
peculiarly projected in front of us by a Bell and Howell 16mm film 
projector circa 1963. 

Not only do these feelings of absence and unflinching perpetuity 
pervade the issue, but that very scene of ghostly projection we 
find ourselves staring into seems to unravel more and more 
through each of the artists’ works. 

That particular 16mm projector looks to be borrowed from 
Kaya Fraser’s equipment store, often used to narrate stories 
of communal memories and surroundings, possessions and 
belongings, and the performing of everyday tasks that are so 
recognisable yet still feel a bit abstract. We must check what 
we’re watching again, just to be sure. As the film reel splutters 
to a noisy halt, the case is attentively packed away into Fraser’s 
archive, from which the next spool is pulled. 

The next projected apparitions materialising just in front of us 
are the metamorphic animations of Rosa Park. Vibrant pencil 
colourings, not too dissimilar to what you might find on an 
art classroom wall, gently (and unwittingly) enchant us with 
childhood comforts. Fleeting figures dance and thrive, squelching 
into one another, as we are swallowed by a colourful, mystical 
voidness – a certain brain-crave of the moment. 

But this voidness is somewhat welcomed as our eyes wander, 
becoming fixated on a dark stain on the floor. Is it oil leaking from 
the projector? Or a sudden materialisation of the mysterious 
figures contained within Park’s whimsically distrustful world? 
Neither. The stain is evidence of India Boxall, and her practice’s 
inability to be contained. A sprawling residue, spreading from 
object to environment, seeping into every human and more-than-
human thing – resistance without the material which nonetheless 
never fails to leave its mark. 

As our thoughts drift deeper and our grasp on reality loosens 
even further, a booming tannoy interrupts the absorption of hazy 
projections and spawn-like stains. It tells us to scan the QR code 
now dubiously floating in front of us – a final extraction of our 
lowly, partial value within the data cosmos – as all other material 
surroundings wash away. Unable to interact with the objects 
on our terms any longer – much akin to Kat Zavada’s simulated 
worlds – we feel even more isolated than previously, before the 
menacing voice once again instructs us to adorn a smile and get 
back to work. 

On reflection, this all feels like a rather stretched analogy. It is. 
Yet, undoubtedly, through the following reading, vast, oppressive 
systems are being addressed: the allocation of governance, the 
dissolution of power, ecological framing, multi-species thinking, 
labour distribution, megacorp, alienation and recognition. And 
while this seems bleak in writing, there nevertheless remains a 
playfulness to all of the work. A sense of the ludic that is both 
wanted and required, to instil hope for this, so far, ghostly 
tomorrow. 
  
Jamie Steedman 
On Behalf of the Windfall* Editorial Team 

Editor’s Letter
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It feels impossible to draw a distinction between the time at 

which we produced this issue of Windfall* and the unknowable 

future in which it is being read idly in a bookshop, waiting 

room or moments before the bedside light is flicked off for 

the night. To say a certain milieu has marked this time would 

be to phrase it mildly – disparity in creative opportunities 

pervade, criticism grows scarce, access to culture wilts and 

life under a pandemic grinds on. These inequities are far from 

new however. Indeed, they were a central concern when this 

project was first conceived (pre-pandemic). Almost a year 

has passed since then and, in that most human of traits 

on approach of an anniversary, comes a certain wave of 

introspective thought – a turning inwards of the critical eye. 

We question our judgements, evaluate our situation, devise 

and coordinate a future with a cautious sense of optimism. 

Amidst this mindset we present Issue 2 of Windfall*. 

Jamie Steedman leads this issue with a dialogue between 

himself and artist Zoë Marden. Richly collaged tendrils fill the 

page as their discussion winds between the political and the 

social. Our attention is drawn to the fact that these matters are 

never separate – the push and pull of these often opposing forces 

feels to be at play within the pages. Can you feel the tentacles of 

capitalism ensnare you tighter than before? Although no call to 

arms is explicitly made, a certain antidote is offered.

With meditations on daily banality gradually occupying greater 

portions of our headspace, Elizabeth Ann Day ruminates upon 

the zeal with which artist Claire Yspol approaches the absurdities 

of the normal. Perhaps a symptom of our time, it feels that those 

tenuous structures which constitute(d) our reality are beginning 

to feel frayed. Yspol heightens and pushes these boundaries – 

yet never to the point of breaking – disguising their outcomes in 

the camouflaged facade of the ordinary.

In-Between Spaces by Corrie Thomson delves into the 

practice of Daisy Chetwin. Recollecting and recording her 

progression from a purely art-based practice to the inclusion 

of spatial design, this journey leads us through the unspoken 

narratives at play within spaces we inhabit – from the 

discourse of designed intent to the concept of programmatic 

ambiguity. It cannot be misstated that a certain gnawing 

sense of nostalgia grows, for a time where our bodies moved 

in space – unencumbered and free.

To conclude this issue Luke Cassidy Greer writes on the Memory 

Theatre of Judit Flóra Schuller. Building around a discourse of 

what it means to engage with our past through the lens of art, 

we are invited to see how the specifics of an individual can form 

the backbone to universal truth. With a past so mired in the 

turmoil of Europe’s 20th century, an unavoidable kinship can 

be felt. Separatist cries ripple through a continent, xenophobic 

sentiments grow, intolerance becomes a political norm.

Although it may feel impossible to see those glimmers of 

hope in such times of swirling uncertainty, we must remind 

ourselves that they are there. In spite of the plethora of crises 

listed above (alongside countless more) we are nevertheless 

witness to the perseverance of establishing creatives at work. 

Unbridled by bloated institutions, stagnant norms or the 

traditions of making, these individuals have not only survived 

but flourished in these unforgiving times. We feel it more vital 

than ever to continue and uphold the aims we have set forth 

in producing this publication. To support, to nurture and to 

document these works – and those who make them – has 

never been of such critical importance.   

Luke Cassidy Greer 

On Behalf of the Windfall* Editorial Team 

Editor’s Letter
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                  Zoë Marden                            Donna J. Haraway                              Witches                              Mark Fisher                       Baroque Sunbursts                       Rave
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Life has become slippery. The irretrievable 
distinctions of leisure and work, education 
and play, socialness and hermitage 
have become (even more) messy 
through the realms of the virtual.

“It’s easier to imagine the end of the world than the 
end of capitalism.”

The events that have broiled, bubbled and erupted 
through 2020 has certainly given the already 
compelling Mark Fisher x Fredric Jameson quote 
a slightly more pressing sense of ‘the real’, hasn’t 
it? Like an Orwellian novel, it has frequently felt 
like the beginning of some sort of apocalypse. 
But just as we feel most at the end of it all, a new 
chapter is written, and more plot and characters 
are added to the churning pot. *witches cackle* 
In the symbiosis of (Western) global political 
crises – COVID-19, BLM, Brexit, the US election – 
2020 has birthed a renewed and urgent need for 
community, support, care and collective thinking. 
More; Tentacular thinking.

        X      : To think collectively is to think 
collaboratively. We are forging tentacular networks 
that never existed within our communities. ‘Mutual 
Aide’ becomes ‘Making Kin’ and vice versa. 
Contemporary life is suspended in ways we 
thought impossible.
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Through this (d)evolving world of COVID 
Capitalism we, as a society, are harshly 
reminded of our particular needs. People 
that are overlooked, spaces that are 
forgotten. At a time when everything 
seems so lacking and repressive, how are 
we able to overcome this?           suggests this 
vicious need for togetherness, collective 
action and future shaping will be formed 
through Tentacularity. The fluid thoughts 
and understandings that surge through 
Tentacular thinking will seep across 
individuals and groups, across bodies and 
borders – no bounds to contain them. Just 
like the Octopus’ reaching arms, Tentacular 
logics become a sort of lymphatic vessel 
– both container and transmitter at once. 
Creeping and writhing over one another, 
these sci-fi limbs become the trope for 
refusal, fluidity and hopeful resurgence 

which guides what       does.
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Her long-term project Mermania: Tales of Tentacularity (The Tentacles 
of COVID Capitalism) epitomises this thought. Just like the octopus, 

the squid, the jellyfish, or Ursula herself, each tentacle also acts as the 
channel through which  work materialises. It takes on different forms, 

different locations, different iterations – each a distinct limb of research 
and production in itself, all the while bound to a collective body. From 

live performances such as Unbothered & Moisturised in Art Basel Hong 
Kong 2019; to online performative lectures such as So Remember 

the Liquid Ground; to multimedia installations such as Mermania at 
FUTURELESS, SomoS Art Gallery, Berlin; these tentacular limbs become 

not only the driving thought behind the work, but the actual work itself 
and the manifold ways in which it occurs. It emerges both on and offline, 
both virtually and in the flesh, folding over and caressing itself with each 

oozing iteration.
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Afterall, now is the time for the Tentacular ones. The impossible 
conditions brought on by repressive politics of the last 30, 40, 50 

plus years – attempting to exorcise, purify and individualise society 
– has highlighted the need for this sort of collective practice. 

But it doesn’t assume itself as a kind of artivism, or conventionally 
socially–engaged either. It is much more speculative than this, 
concerned with how we can project other ways of being in the 

world. Come hath the time that we need to “think with each other. 
That think we must.”       
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work traverses medium, context, people and place. In spite of 
this text, it defies any kind of classification – very much speaking of 
Tentacular thinking itself; how we may imagine new spaces, new 
collectives and new approaches to living in the future. What’s more, 
underneath these ghostly tentacles, there’s a bubbling witchhood to her 
practice. A necessity for the symbiosis of desire, rage, creativity and 

rebellious togetherness in everything that she does.

: The Witches of the Middle Ages were women who caused 
trouble – women who refused to conform to societal norms. The Witch 
was a healer, a woman who dared to live on her own, a heretic and a 
disobedient wife. In her seminal book, Caliban and the Witch: Women, 
the Body, and Primitive Accumulation, Silvia Federici aligns the stories 
of witches with that of the heretic movements of the 13th and 14th 
centuries that fought against the iron rule of the Church and feudal 
lords. These can be seen as the first instances in European history of 
grassroots women’s movements opposed to the established order. 
The aim of the heretic movements was to construct alternative models 
of communal life that rejected hierarchies. I realised that a Witch was 
something that you could aspire to become – it was a way of life outside 

of the ordinary that did not conform to a life predetermined.

There is a distinct embracement here. Not solely research and theory, 
but the enactment of refusal through bodily means. Resistance through 
thinking leads to a resistance through action. We, as the viewer, are 
almost invited to celebrate with her by dancing, raving and witchily 
ritualising. Even an act as everyday as shaving assumes a renewed 
poignance. It “co-opt[s] a symbol that was once a signifier of violence 

against women”.

: To ‘pull a Britney’ has become synonymous with losing the 
plot or having a nervous breakdown – memes of her shaved head 

plastered over the internet ad infinitum. The media storm 
that surrounded her resembled a modern-day witch-

hunt; her character torn apart by public opinion. 
Just like the witches of the Burning Times, Britney 
was also made a scapegoat for the patriarchy’s 
consolidation of power. She was quoted at the hair 
salon where the head shaving took place, saying 

that she was “tired of everybody touching me.” She 
was offering up her hair as if she were a saint – her 

youthful femininity encapsulated in that hair – and 
so off it came.

Alongside  poetic musings such as The 
Phallic Curve, and ritualistic performances seen 

in different volumes of The Shaved Witches Rave, 
the shaving of her own head in 2012 becomes a 

simultaneous appropriation and resistance towards 
the patriarchal system – an order that shaving 

once, and to a certain extent still does, represents.

But from here,  fascination with customs 
are once again transformed, from a place of 
dystopia and depression, to one which feels 

increasingly freeing and ideal. Witches Sabbaths 
– those tiny, paganistic islands of revolt and 

celebration in the 1600s – fantastically evolve into 
the mass, trance-inducing warehouse riots of the 
late-20th and early-21st century: RAVE. Seen in 

Burn the Witch and The Raving Ones, the use 
of the body and all of its rhythmic potentialities 

become essential in our understanding of 
collective rebellion.

: The Rave, like the Witches Sabbaths, 
are what Anarchist Theorist and Sufi- 

scholar Hakim Bey would call; Temporary 
Autonomous Zones (TAZ); “convivial and 

non-hierarchical situations or spaces 
that may often occur spontaneously, and 

which also allow for latent creative and 
emancipatory possibilities to emerge.”
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 seems to propose another 
world and another way of life. The loss 
of control and individualisation within 
a swarm of writhing, sweaty (albeit mostly 
male) bodies felt quite utopic. Aside from the 
very public street demonstrations happening 
at the same time, these nocturnal underground 
rallies became (as Fisher puts it in  ); 
“testing grounds for further radical action and 
protest.” Fleeing as the tentacles that we 
are, we forego any ideas of restrictions 
or borders. We stumble from the 
repressive into a hazy euphoria.

It becomes something else. 
A call for the Tentacular...
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So how do we encourage this resistance to enforced individualisation? How 
have you embraced this way of collective thinking and working?

: It all began back in 2010, in Barcelona, when I started a community art 
space (C5) after realising there was nowhere for my peers and I to gather, share 
and show our work. This continued in the collaborative project CAMPerVAN (a 

travelling Queer performance caravan) with Samuel Doeuk and Fiontán Moran, 
which began in 2016. Together we aimed to create a safe space for experimental 

Queer performances. CAMPerVAN completed a 7-country tour of Europe in 
2017 and we are planning a UK tour in the near future. I also work with my 
sister Clio who has performed with me over the years. She was part of my 

RCA degree show performance – Little Lo Ting – and joined us on the 
CAMPerVAN European tour. Another collaborative project I have been 

involved in alongside these is Purple Velvet, with fellow RCA Allum Vasiliki 
Antonopoulou. It started as a regular event that we initiated with Queer 

Society at the Royal College of Art and has now developed into a 
collaborative platform for video, performance and events. 
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   ! The Raving Ones was 
a collaborative ensemble 
performance work that I 
developed with my sister Clio and 
a group of friends: Joni Zhu, Caley 
Holmboe, Enyie Kagbala and Jody 
Pearcy. The piece took reference 
from The Cult of Dionysus and 
his followers, The Maenads – also 
known as The Raving Ones. We 
took the cult of Dionysus into the 
21st century; down the Regent’s 
Canal, enacting our own version 

of The Raving Ones. 

move thru fact & fiction. power thru 
illusion. find the inner rave. desire to 

dissolve. don’t ever stop. 

The inherent retraction of community spaces 
across the UK and the world today are specifically 
what has inspired the need for  to make them 
herself. Bringing people together to work, to perform, 
to discuss, to share has always been as important 
a part of her practice as the personal process of 
making. All of these projects create open platforms 
and alternative spaces for people to work and 
connect – to think collectively – while addressing 
the urgent need for support and care at a time when 
accessible, discursive and non-exclusionary spaces 

seem so scarce.
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 : “Turn me on. To another channel, another planet, 
another reality...”

The embracement of any newly proposed 
future is an inherently difficult task, however. 

While  lists various materials that have 
inspired her own practice over the years 

– Staying with the Trouble, mermaids, 
Capitalist Realism, Emily Dickinson, The 

Newly Born Woman – she says it is primarily 
the power that specific figures have to 

entirely shift our perspective in how we live, 
think and act that motivates her. Figures that 
you are able to aspire to. Those larger-than-

life, space-filling creatures that are initially 
too terrifying to believe or agree with. But 

this is a hesitance which quickly remoulds 
itself into an appreciation of their confidence 

within the realms of the unconventional. 
Here specifically she conjures three figures: 

Ursula K Le Guin, Divine, and Ursula the Sea 
Witch (from Disney’s The Little Mermaid). 

Each in their own distinctly fluid way, these 
characters are able to open different portals 

of potentiality. Just as the Witches Sabbaths 
did, they turn everything on its head – 

refusing conformity – while propelling new, 
alternative stories into the spotlight.
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But this isn’t escapism. It’s about imagining and enacting other futures. During a time of rabid 
cultural conceit – when institutions claim to advocate for emerging and marginalised voices but 
largely fail to do so – the movement towards mutual support and collective revolt is very much 
stimulated. Collaboration and Tentacular thinking become ways forward. Everything that does 
becomes living documentation of her desire for transformation and refusal. Be this the sharing of 
unconventional, biographic stories with Purple Velvet; or the establishment of safe, collaborative 
spaces with CAMPerVAN; or the marking of individuals who challenge pre-conditioned normality 
(Ursula, Divine and the witches); her work is both testimony and call–to–action. It becomes a 
survival pack for how we can exist in the ever–changing and ever–challenging present world. The 
speculation that quietly simmers beneath the writing, the lecturing, the sculpting and the videoing is 
the beginnings of a propulsion forward. Nothing overtly abstract or idealised – it reflects on what we 
are living, and how we can deal with it. More importantly, how we may refuse it. More importantly 

still, how we can enact it.
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Editor’s Letter
It is a widely accepted reality that establishing contemporary 

artists are facing an ever-increasing number of drawbacks to 

the development of their practice. Pre-COVID felt like a difficult 

enough time to work within the arts did it not? It’s impossible to 

think of a witty enough hypothesis to outline how sticky things are 

about to get now. Our creative peers are navigating financially 

weakened support networks, inadequate gallery representation 

and the constrictions of institutional bias. This comes at a 

time within our information society, where the breadth and 

convenience in our access to media is unparalleled. The efficiency 

of digital platforms as means for communication, archival and 

documentation is unprecedented; albeit an enormous privilege. 

Unfortunately, the antithesis of this privilege too often negates 

the benefits and artists are frequently trapped on the wrong side 

of algorithms that govern. It is on the basis of these restrictions 

that the Windfall* editorial team and the idea of this publication 

was established. 

Windfall* is named in subtle reference to the Windfall ‘91 

project in Glasgow, which followed the success of the London 

‘88 and Bremen ‘89 exhibitions. It was an artist-led endeavour 

which intended to counter the conventional gallery circuit and 

add melody to the current conversations and collaborations 

happening within a network of inter-European peers. The 

collaborative energy and resourcefulness of the project is 

what resonated with us most. It was an opportunity for artists 

to set their own boundaries and achieve visibility outwith the 

conventional institutions. Windfall* seeks to become a banner 

under which healthy artist networks can be supported and where 

the continued development of artistic practice is encouraged. 

The wider Windfall* platform is intended to be a vehicle through 

which we can achieve critical, paid exposure for our featured 

artists. Through the circulation of both digital and printed 

publications, a run of editioned prints and an online archive we 

hope to promote access to each artist’s work on a national level, 

free from geographical bias. The publication has afforded us the 

opportunity to create a cohesive exemplar of the work by featured 

artists, as well as an in-depth examination of their practice. It 

is produced with the highest attention paid to quality in feel, in 

order to reflect the quality in content and provide the practices 

of underrepresented artists the respect and attention that they 

deserve. 

Before handing over to the capable hands of our featured artists 

and my fellow editors, some final, vital matters need addressing. 

The widespread activism of the Black Lives Matter movement 

this year has encouraged individuals and organisations in 

creative circles, far and wide, to acknowledge their complicity 

in the deeply embedded institutional racism within the arts. 

Direct action needs to be taken to support, prioritise the needs 

and amplify the voices and experiences of Black creatives. 

The Windfall* editorial team recognises that, on this occasion, 

we have fallen short of using our platform effectively enough. 

However, we would like to assure our community that we are in 

discussion about the commitments and plans we want to put 

in place to magnify Black voices and increase representation of 

Black creative’s practices through future publications and our 

online platform. We will be holding ourselves accountable to the 

fulfillment and transparency of these commitments and we hope 

that our readers and community will hold us accountable too. 

Corrie Thomson 

On Behalf of the Windfall* Editorial Team
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Scene: Prologue

Time: Last Thursday

Characters: Serena Huang, The Fly, Ann M. Hue, Kuroko, Yourself

Setting: You find yourself sitting, reading a screen, or a brochure, or a book (it’s hard to tell), confronted by an 

all-encompassing stage before you. An archaic wall silently waits behind, the edges framed by an opulent red 

velvet curtain, sensually grazing the floor beneath it. Ew, is that chewing gum on the armrest? A stranger enters, 

dressed fully in black, diligently sweeping the foot dwellings to clear away any remaining detritus from the previous 

happening. Or was that for the next one? A simultaneously booming and shrill voice begins to announce the fire 

escapes signalled overhead. Evacuation procedures incongruous. Want to leave? Can’t. Attempt to leave? Can’t. 

This is all there is. Having wafted a bluebottle from the vicinity, the previously ajar window is shut. The bluebottle 

escapes. The dissonant voice withdraws.

Initiate lighting sequence... 

Hoist curtain...

Begin performance...



Scene: Act One — The Curtain

I suppose the curtain grabs attention first, does it not? 

Upon entering a retro cinema or any traditional theatre 

space, the curtain is the initial entity that directs our gaze 

and, figuratively, announces the time one is in — a pre-

disclosure of space — apart from lobby, toilette, snack 

bar and merch stand of course. The setting before the 

setting actually takes place. And while the curtain may be 

assumed to be a static object — the thing that appears 

to embody stillness, a gap in time (apart from the 

occasional fluttering of its folds) — it is the very busyness, 

that unseen dynamic happening behind the curtain, that 

so intrigues Huang. Consider the ‘Pay No Attention to that 

Man Behind the Curtain’ scene from the pioneering 1939 

film The Wizard of Oz, or the role of Kuroko — a type of 

‘running crew’ — in Japanese Kabuki theatre. The curtain 

here for Huang holds an important semblance.

It creates its own facade from which fictions are 

projected in front of and, simultaneously, enacted behind. 

A rippling stretch of fantastic red fabric, seeping grandeur 

and opulence. It absorbs the stories it hears over time. 

However, remains elegantly poised; an overlooked barrier 

in everyday surroundings. While several of Huang’s works 

deal with this mystification of the curtain — an example 

being ...and on top of the mountain there was a temple... 

(2020) — one of her most recent works confronts this 

facade more indirectly.

44



The Wall — produced during the virtual migration of 

everything art and otherwise in the world, and in line with 

Huang’s presentation for the RCA2020 online degree 

show — wallows in a state of perplex, looping staticity. 

Initially conceived as a method in which to give viewers 

autonomy while interacting with the currently inescapable 

(and frequently problematic) digitisation of art, Huang 

proposes a non-chaptered video space of sorts, allowing 

you to direct yourself through each fragmented narrative 

found behind an archaic-looking, grey brick wall. Peppered 

with folding ladders, ruinous ATM machines, and leaky 

pipes, The Wall  becomes a curtain of sorts, concealing 

the delicate dance of this immaterial world behind. As you 

select each element within The Wall, the voice of the Fly

(one of Huang’s common characters) recounts an unknown 

story of our present world from futurist perspective —  

becoming your very own Calliphoridae Virgil. These 

narratives are suspicious yet comical: ‘Did society of the 

2000s really get Free Cash from these machinic holes in 

the wall?’. Altogether, The Wall poses as an, admittedly, 

rather dubious all-knowing database of knowledge. It 

speaks to Huang’s interest in truth, recorded history, 

and the multiplicitous, conflicting realities that seem to 

animate our own current world. In an obscure sense, it 

echoes Plato’s Cave1: our understanding of what is real, 

and how we attribute value and authenticity to any given 

object or tale. It is a contemporary allegory that seems 

to guide Huang’s practice — the facade of freedom and 

autonomy which, nevertheless, is ingeniously crafted with 

direction and order.
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Scene: Act Two — Behind the Curtain; Exclusive Access to Meet the Director

Whether intensional or not, Huang’s practice maintains a subtle 

thread of irony and wit throughout — knowing wink paired with wry 

smile — as the Fly guides you down a dark, twisting path. In the 

making of her art, Huang seems to employ both her hands — in 

literal and metaphoric senses. To stitch, to saw, to weld, to code; 

she utilises every department in the workshop — as can be seen 

with the outstanding stage construction of The Smartphone Was 

Invented Before the Candle, or with her wearable spotlights. While, 

at the same time, metaphorically, both her hands remain welcoming 

and willing; ushering you into and around her practice, her world, her 

own ever-expanding Gesamtkunstwerk. One hand outstretched, 

guiding you through the ambiguous narratives. The other, gently 

gesturing forward, for you to take your own autonomous steps into 

the unidentified soup of mythical unknowingness. 

Huang does assume the role of director in a sense... A 

fabricator, excavator and producer of worlds; but one in which 

she is not seen as the omnipotent controller. Is the controller even 

human? Is it techno-being, or alien? Is there a solitary ruler at all? 

The elements of adventure and mislead that she leaves exposed 

in her work probe this curiosity, offering autonomy as an innocent 

‘condition’; prevalent in collaborations such as The Smartphone 

Was Invented Before the Candle, or the family workshop she 

devised before the making of ...and on top of the mountain there 

was a temple... This almost adopts a Pina Bausch-ian logic — the 

intent of open, experimental workshop, with subtle direction from 

instruction or object. How may people respond to actions, objects or 

specific stimuli in a given context? Or the reversal of this; how can 

our perspective of objects be changed depending on the context 

they are placed? This speaks very much of conventional theatre 

production as a whole where, in its earliest days, the length of time 

the candle stayed lit regulated the content of the performance: the 

medium which drove the message.
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In her own backwards re-staging of an imagined play, 

The Smartphone Was Invented Before the Candle, her 

‘directorial’ guise attempts to completely assimilate all 

the arts (artist, writer, soundist, designer, performer) in 

one fictional, ever-transforming production. Through 

staging the week-long installation process as part-

performance; and by re-presenting a play that ‘fictionally’ 

happened in the past but will, in fact, never actually re-

happen; and by collaboratively producing and publicising 

material both pre- and post-exhibition, the audience are 

lost in a swirling vortex of speculation. This is Huang’s 

distinctive reverse rationale.

Heckler 1: It’s a ruse, I tell ya!

Heckler 2: Nay friend, it is merely “dispersed authorship; 

the canon... of contingency and uncertainty.”2
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(As Ann M. Hue begins to reminisce about the play: The 
Smartphone Was Invented Before the Candle...) (2020)

Curatorial Project 
 
Credit: Lucy Bird, Andrew Hart, Yuxi Xiao, Kaushikee 
Gupta, Sunyoung Oh, Lily Kong, Cred Roy, Luca Bosani, 
ShinukSuh, Alice Bucknel, Ty Locke, Serena Huang, Victor 
Seaward, Diego Valente
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(As Ann M. Hue begins to reminisce about the 
play: The Smartphone Was Invented Before the 

Candle...) (2020)

Curatorial Project

Poster Design for play made by Lily Kong

(As Ann M. Hue begins to reminisce about the play: 
The Smartphone Was Invented Before the Candle...) (2020)

Curatorial Project

Yuxi Xiao and Kaushikee Gupta working on the newspaper and director’s note during the building period of the play with the stage 
converted into tables. Shinuk Suh remaking the backstage objects in the space.
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Scene: Act Three - The Conflicts of Fictioning, 
the Everyday and Everything In-between

Fictioning... Parafictioning... Mythologising... Whether 

through VR, AR, 3D modelling, or post- internet art, 

this notion of alternative reality is a significant strategy 

within artistic practice today. And while alternative 

and/or speculative realities may seem to be the perfect 

description for Huang’s approach, she is hesitant of the 

term fiction. She recognises a distinction between the 

individual and the collective experience, calling upon 

the capacities of theatre and cinema, as opposed to 

fiction itself. She defines theatre and cinema spaces as 

physical entities, existing in reality, which act as bubbles 

from which one encounters lived experiences — often 

en masse. Whereas fiction seems to recall an individual 

imagining, the solitary encounter, such as with a book, 

that can be momentarily paused and restarted at one’s 

wish. It is the immediacy and immersivity of the theatre 

space — a space which cannot be paused — that so 

captivates Huang. How this immersion may be used to 

both re-contextualise and narrate space; and how the 

method in which this is done is in fact more important 

than the tale being told.
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For Huang, what it means to create 

immersion very much relies on the medium 

used. Within art and design, Virtual Reality 

technology is a mechanism often used 

to propose a new, organically unified 

world.3 However, this poses a number of 

problems. Firstly, one’s assimilation into 

this new VR world is very much that — 

your own. Generally it is one that only 

the individual experiences (albeit created 

and controlled by someone else), which 

goes against Huang’s pursuit of collective 

experience. Furthermore, the very act of 

donning goggles or VR headset already 

creates an immediate disconnection — it 

feels unnatural, almost alien itself. And it is 

here where Huang’s tendencies towards 

the readymade object, or the everyday 

occurrence re-emerge. She favours the 

smartphone over speculative technologies. 

It seems connected in some way. A device 

that, although is not a natural product, feels 

more natural to us, and to the everyday. 

Marshall McLuhan theorised this well: the 

medium being an extension of our own 

bodies,4 and the form this medium takes 

in fact taking precedence over matter. And 

while this is relative to Huang’s approach 

— acknowledging, herself, that she will 

always come to decide the medium of a 

work prior to how the content develops 

— she almost seems to surpass this 

understanding. The curtain, the spotlight, 

the backstage runner; these overlooked 

things become the content, the “juicy 

piece of meat” McLuhan believed to be so 

distracting. It elevates McLuhan’s theory 

to another level — becoming both the 

medium and the message at once.



Scene: Act Four - An Archeology of the Future

So, as an artist that embeds themselves in increasingly 

ambiguous timelines — continually archiving, representing 

and re-contextualising their own works; a futurist 

archeologist, excavating an imagined past and presenting 

the future, now — how may one take the next step 

forwards (or is it backwards)? Perhaps it is more a sinking 

into, as opposed to directional... Furthermore, with material 

practice remaining in a prolonged state of restlessness, 

how can one hope to create collective immersion in a 

space that may be purely virtual? Well, Huang is currently 

working on Sky Empty, a virtual play due to materialise 

over Zoom. Characteristic of her approach, she has delved 

into her own previous worlds to consider the next chapter 

(or perhaps a previous one?) of her 2020 exhibit The tree 

sinking into the ground: (the gong, the fly, the chewing 

gum and the landscape). Here lies how one may be able 

to exploit the liveness of video-calling, controlling what is 

broadcast and the order of what is seen; occupying the 

zone of perpetual glitching, and employing it as a new, 

reluctant cast member. Once again Marshall McLuhan is of 

benefit here, hypothesising in a 1970 interview that “with 

the satellite the global village has become a global theatre 

with everybody on the planet simultaneously participat[ing] 

as actors.”5 Even earlier, Shakespeare scrawled “All the 

world’s a stage, and all the men and women are merely 

players.”6 So where does Huang’s newest production 

prevail? Is Sky Empty  the stage we witnessed at the start of 

this script? Or is it a satire of the global play we participate 

in every day? Are we actors, unwittingly performing pre-

scripted reality? Or are we mere audience?
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(As Ann M. Hue begins to reminisce about the play: The Smartphone Was Invented Before the Candle...) (2020)

Curatorial Project

Fire Exit made by Ty Locke
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